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ABSTRACT
The اobjectives  اof  ا the ا research  اare ا to  اanalyze  ا the  اeffect  اof  ا fiscal  اpolicy اon اeconomic  اgrowth ا in
Indonesia. اThis اresearch اapplies اOLS ا(Ordinary اLeast اSquares) اmethod. ا اIndependent اvariables اused
in اthis اresearch اare اrecurrent اexpenditure, اdevelopment اexpenditure اand اincome اtax اin اthe اperiod اof
2002-2012.  اThis اresearch اindicates ا that اfiscal اpolicy اinfuences ا the ا economic اgrowth اin اIndonesia.
The  اcoefficient  اof  اdetermination ا (R2)  اshows ا that  ا the  اvariation  اof  ا independent  اvariables  اexplains
variation اof اdependent اvariable اby ا99.2 اpercents. اFuthermore, اgovernment اexpenditure ا(recurrent اor
development) ا and ا income  اtax  اhave  اsignificantly ا influenced ا to  اthe  اgrowth  ا in  ا Indonesia.  ا In  اother
words,  اeconomic  ا growth  ا of  ا Indonesia  اwill  اbe  اmore  اprogressive  اwith  ا the  ا raise  ا of  اgovernment
expenditures اand اincome اtax. ا
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